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Abstract

Recent reviews by the clinical bone research community suggest caution with
prescription of drug holidays for patients with postmenopausal osteoporosis
(PMO) treated with denosumab for an extended period of time. Main reasons
for this suggestion are based on the fact that discontinuation of denosumab
treatment leads to a relapse of osteoclastic bone resorption and a loss of
bone mineral density (BMD) to pre-treatment levels at only 12-28 months.
The question remains what is the best treatment option for cases where it is
required to discontinue and/or reduce the drug dose and what are the conse-
quences on BMD and bone turnover markers (BTMs). The latter questions
are difficult to be addressed using clinical trials alone given the large number
of parameter combinations involved to answer this problem.

In this paper, we apply a recently developed in silico mechanistic pharma-
cokinetic - pharmacodymamic (PK-PD) model of the effect of denosumab on
bone remodelling in PMO. To address the above clinical relevant questions,
we design a wide range of current and virtual treatment regimens to study
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the effect of drug holiday duration and therapy resumption on the evolution
of BTMs, BMD and mineral content. Our numerical simulation results in-
dicate the symptomatic effect of denosumab, which is lost once treatment
is stopped. This effect is most clearly seen on rapid loss of BMD to pre-
treatment levels 12 months after the last injection (8% and 3.6% per year
in the lumbar spine and femoral neck, respectively). Also, we identify that
independently of the duration of drug holiday (i.e. 12, 16 or 18 months)
resuming treatment can restore BMD quite effectively. However, the latter
result does not consider the possibility of potential fractures that can occur
during the drug holiday. Finally, we identify a treatment case most promising
for achieving maintenance of BMD and mineral content, while moderately
increasing BTMs. The latter case uses no drug holiday, but reduces the most
commonly prescribed denosumab dose (60 mg every 6 months) by half at
same interval.

Keywords: Postmenopausal osteoporosis; denosumab;
RANK-RANKL-OPG pathway; PK-PD modelling; bone fragility; drug
holidays

1. Introduction

A recent review by Tsourdi et al. as part of development of a mission
statement for The European Calcified Tissue Society (ECTS) indicates that
optimal duration of osteoporosis (OP) treatment remains controversial [1].
With the large number of currently available drugs for osteoporosis treat-5

ment it is essential to understand how long these drugs can be used safely,
with typical treatment periods ranging from 5 years up to 20 years [2]. Deno-
sumab and bisphosphonates are two of those drugs. Denosumab is a fully
monoclonal antibody that binds to RANKL with high affinity and speci-
ficity, inhibiting RANKL-RANK interaction [3]. Bisphosphonates constitute10

a group of drugs with a very high affinity for bone mineral to which they
bind [4] and a mechanism of action consisting in the inhibition of osteoclas-
tic activity through cytoskeletal disruption, changing intracellular protein
traffic, blocking intracellular signal transduction pathways and induction of
osteoclast apoptosis [5]. Discontinuation of bisphosphonates, one of the most15

commonly prescribed OP drug, is considered safe due to the fact that the
antiresorptive effect after stopping treatment persists for months or years
based on the fact that bisphosphonates are absorbed onto and into the bone
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matrix with high affinity. However, the concept of treatment break does not
apply to drugs other than bisphosphonates, since for drugs without skeletal20

retention the fracture risk is expected to increase after drug discontinuation.
Despite the fact that the concept of a treatment break does not apply

to drugs without skeletal retention, it was reported that many clinicians
take patients off the drug after about 5 years of denosumab treatment (see
[1] and references therein). Also, patients are often advised by dentists that25

medication should be stopped temporarily before a dental procedure to avoid
the risk of osteonecrosis of the jaw (ONJ). In addition, physicians themselves
may recommend that treatment be stopped after several years in patients
whose BMD has increased sufficiently to move the patient above the threshold
of osteoporosis and out of a high-risk category based on T−score.30

Recently, there has been concern that discontinuation of denosumab will
lead to an increased risk of multiple vertebral fractures associated with rapid
bone loss when treatment is stopped [6, 7]. ECTS formed a working group to
address this problem and perform a systematic review of existing literature
on the effects of stopping denosumab and provide advice on management35

[1]. Data from phase 2 and 3 clinical trials underscore a rapid decrease of
bone mineral density (BMD) and a steep increase in bone turnover markers
(BTMs) after discontinuation of denosumab [8, 9]. Clinical case series report
multiple vertebral fractures after discontinuation of denosumab [6] and a
renewed analysis of FREEDOM and FREEDOM extension Trial suggests,40

albeit does not prove, that the risk of multiple vertebral fractures may be
increased when denosumab is stopped due to a rebound increase in bone
resorption.

In his editorial, McClung highlights the rebound in remodelling rates to
values higher than pre-treatment levels, with rapid bone loss upon stopping45

denosumab which is well documented (see [10] and references therein). In
the phase 2 study of Miller et al., follow-up after discontinuing denosumab
treatment was available in 50 patients [9]. After two years of treatment with
210 mg denosumab every 6 months or 30 mg every 3 months, serum CTX
levels increased to twice the placebo value at 6-12 months after stopping50

therapy and fell back to baseline two years after treatment was discontinued.
The mechanism of the overshoot in bone resorption is not understood, but
it is believed to be due to an expanded pool of osteoclast precursors that
are simultaneously activated or due to a high RANK ligand/OPG ratio after
denosumab is cleared from the circulation. BMD in the lumbar spine and55

total hip had increased, on average, by about 8 and 5 %, respectively, but
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fell back to or near baseline within 12 months of stopping therapy.
The important clinical question is whether this interval of high turnover

and rapid bone loss results in an abnormally high fracture risk − a rebound
to a level of risk higher than just a return to the pre-treatment fracture60

status.
Based on the above clinical evidence it is suggested that patients con-

sidered at high fracture risk should either continue denosumab therapy for
up to 10 years or be switched to an alternative treatment. For patients at
low risk, a decision to discontinue denosumab could be made after 5 years,65

but bisphosphonates therapy should be considered to reduce or prevent the
rebound increase in bone turnover.

While there is not sufficient evidence that discontinuation of denosumab
treatment is linked to increased fracture risk, it is imperative to investigate
the effect of drug holiday on bone biomarkers including BTMs and BMD.70

However, the latter effects are difficult to be addressed using clinical trials
alone, given the large number of parameter combinations, including dose
level, duration of drug holiday and dose levels after resuming therapy, in-
volved to answer this question. We further hypothesized that the safest
option would be to continue denosumab treatment on a lower dose regimen.75

The rational behind this type of treatment is that any of the negative side
effects of denosumab (e.g., ONJ, atypical fractures, delayed healing of dental
implants etc.) have only been reported to occur on high dose treatment and
that if one could reduce the dosing regimen one would be able to retain the
positive effect of the drug on BMD without obtaining a resorption overshoot80

due to discontinuation of treatment.
In order to investigate the efficacy of different denosumab treatment pat-

terns, including discontinuation and reduction of dose on bone turnover (as
expressed in bone cell numbers), bone mineral density (BMD) and mineral
content (denoted as α), we utilized a recently developed mechanistic PK-PD85

model of denosumab treatment of PMO [11]. This model allows to quan-
tify the effect of denosumab on bone turnover and BMD taking into account
the mineralisation process. The latter mechanism has been shown of funda-
mental importance for interpretation of obtained BMD gains following anti-
resorptive treatment. The model was recalibrated to reproduce the clinical90

results of Miller et al. [9], by adjusting: 1) the accessibility of denosumab
to bone tissue compartments, 2) the bone mineralisation rate and 3) the
severity of PMO, measured by the abnormal rate of RANKL expression.

Utilizing this model, we investigate a wide variety of different denosumab
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treatment patterns (summarized in Table 1) including the treatments anal-95

ysed by Miller et al.[9] (T1 and T2), which were used to calibrate the model.
We then designed a range of virtual denosumab treatment regimes (T3-T9) to
investigate different aspects of drug holidays and the subsequent commence-
ment of therapy.

Physical activity has a strong influence on bone remodelling through dif-100

ferent mechanisms that could also be affected by the denosumab treatment.
For this reason, the interaction of drug dosing and exercise, through varia-
tions in the applied external load, is investigated at the end of the Results
section.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarises the most signifi-105

cant features of the mechanistic PK-PD model, in subsection 2.1, and a brief
description of the simulated cases in subsection 2.2. In Subection 3.1 of the
Results the calibration of two parameters is performed so that the numerical
results are as close as possible to the clinical data. Then, the numerical pre-
dictions for different denosumab treatments is analysed in Subsection 3.2. A110

comprehensive discussion on the results is provided in Section 4. Conclusions
and outlook to future work is presented in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Mechanistic PK-PD model for simulation of the effect of denosumab on
bone remodelling115

A brief description of the model is provided next. For a more detailed
explanation, the reader is referred to the Appendix and to [11] where it was
recently published. Following the approach taken by Pivonka et al. [12–14],
the bone remodelling process can be described by cell balance equations. The
bone cell types considered as state variables in the current model are: (i) os-120

teoblast precursor cells (OBp), (ii) active osteoblasts (OBa) and (iii) active
osteoclasts (OCa), while the cell pools of uncommitted osteoblasts (OBu)
and osteoclast precursors (OCp) are assumed constant. A set of differen-
tial equations governs the temporal change of cell populations, regulated by
the following biochemical factors: PTH, TGF-β, RANKL, RANK and OPG,125

whose concentrations are also variables of the model. Parathyroid hormone
(PTH) is a hormone secreted by the parathyroid glands to regulate serum cal-
cium concentration by its action on calcium absorption through the intestine,
recirculation/filtration in the kidneys and retrieval from bone. Transforming
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growth factor beta (TGF-β) is a cytokine involved in a great number of cel-130

lular functions including the upregulation of osteoclasts apoptosis and differ-
entiation of uncommitted osteoblast progenitors into responding osteoblasts
as well as the downregulation of differentiation of responding osteoblasts into
active osteoblasts. Receptor activator of nuclear factor κ B (RANK) and its
ligand (RANKL) are cytokines that control the differentiation of osteoclasts135

precursors into active osteoclasts. Finally, osteoprotegerin (OPG) is a decoy
receptor for RANKL and competes with RANK for binding to RANKL, so
completing the signalling pathway RANKL-RANK-OPG.

The main outcome of cell balance equations is to provide the concen-
trations OCa and OBa to be used in the following bone volume balance140

equation:

dfbm
dt

= −kres ·OCa + kform ·OBa; (1)

where fbm is the bone volume fraction and the constants kres and kform
are respectively the bone matrix volume resorption rate and osteoid volume
formation rate.

As done in previous works [12–14], the signalling RANK-RANKL-OPG145

pathway is considered in the model to control osteoclasts activation through
RANK-RANKL binding, as well as the action of denosumab on bone remod-
elling via competitive binding reactions within the RANK-RANKL-OPG
pathway [3, 15, 16]. So, higher concentrations of denosumab give rise to
lower concentrations of RANKL-RANK complexes and, hence, to a lower150

osteoclasts activation rate.
Denosumab concentration in plasma is estimated by means of the one-

compartment model proposed by Marathe et al. [15]. The amount of drug
Doseden received in a subcutaneous injection and given in ng per kg of body
weigth is used in the model to calculate the blood serum concentration,
CP,den, as a function of time (see Appendix). A body weight of 60 kg was
assumed to calculate Doseden.

3 Once the denosumab concentration in blood
serum is known, the concentration of RANKL is worked out through:

RANKL = RANKLmax βRANKL + PRANKL

βRANKL + D̃RANKLRANKLmax
·

3In such case, the typical dose of 60 mg results in Doseden = 106 ng of denosumab per
kg of body weight.
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·
[
1 +Ka,[RANKL-OPG]OPG+Ka,[RANKL-RANK]RANK+ ζKa,[RANKL-den]Cp,den

]−1
;

(2)

where Ka,[RANKL-OPG], Ka,[RANKL-RANK], and Ka,[RANKL-den] are the equilib-
rium association constants for binding of OPG, RANK and denosumab to
RANKL. OPG, RANK, and RANKL are the concentrations of respective reg-
ulatory factors in the bone tissue compartment. βRANKL is the production155

rate of RANKL on the surface of osteoblasts, D̃RANKL is the RANKL degrada-
tion rate, RANKLmax is the maximum concentration of RANKL and PRANKL

models the increase in RANKL production either induced by PMO (PPMO
RANKL)

or mechanical disuse (Pmech
RANKL), such that PRANKL = PPMO

RANKL + Pmech
RANKL.

Model parameters for the competitive binding model are given in Table 2160

of the Appendix.
In Eq. (2) all association binding constants Ka were obtained from in vitro
experiments [17]. Furthermore, RANKL production and degradation rate
constants were estimated from previous works [12, 13, 18]. Hence, the only
remaining factor to estimate was ζ, the accessibility factor of denosumab165

from blood serum to bone tissue. This accessibility factor is defined such
that ζ = 1 represents unrestricted access to denosumab, whereas ζ < 1
reflects restricted access (for example due to bone marrow being present
or low blood perfusion). Hence, the denosumab concentration can be site
specific. We have performed a parametric study to quantify appropriate170

values for ζ, which will eventually act as a calibration factor.
It was shown in a previous in silico study [11] that bone density rises

with denosumab treatments, with the mineralization of the old tissue play-
ing a key role in that rise, since mineral remains longer within bone because
of the hindering effect of denosumab on bone turnover. Other mechanisms175

must contribute to that increase, as bone mineral density continued to grow
in those simulations after the mineral content reached its maximum value,
but their contribution seemed less important. A mineralization algorithm
developed in [19] was used in that in silico study to estimate the temporal
evolution of tissue mineral content during the remodelling process. This algo-180

rithm distinguishes three phases of the mineralization process: (i) an initial
phase, called mineralisation lag time, that lasts from 6 to 22 days [20, 21]
during which no deposition of mineral occurs; (ii) a primary phase, which is
very quick (it takes a few days to reach the 70% of the maximum mineral
content [22]), and (iii) a secondary phase, when mineral is added at a decreas-185

ing rate [23], as the tissue becomes saturated with mineral. This secondary
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phase may last from 6 months [24] to several years [25]. The rate of mineral
deposition during this phase, measured by parameter κ (see Appendix), has
a strong influence on bone density gain produced by the treatment, an in-
fluence which will be analysed in the referred parametric study along with190

the influence of parameter ζ. The mineral content is usually given by the
so-called ash fraction, which can be measured in cadaver specimens or in
biopsies. This variable is defined as the ratio between the mass of mineral
mm (or ash mass) and the dry mass (the sum of inorganic and organic mass):

α =
mm

mm +mo

(3)

The reader is referred to the Appendix for a detailed calculation of α.195

Finally, stiffness affects the strain energy density (SED) bone is subjected to
and SED, in turn, affects mechanoregulation via the anabolic and catabolic
regulatory functions, Πmech

act,OBp
and πRANKL

act,OCp
(see Appendix and Scheiner at al

[16] for details). Bone stiffness is correlated with bone volume fraction and
mineral content (through ash fraction, α) using Hernandez expression [26],200

which assumes an isotropic behaviour and provides the following Young’s
modulus:

E(MPa) = 84370 f 2.58
bm α2.74 (4)

A constant uniaxial compressive stress σ with different values (see Table
2) was applied on trabecular bone. This value together with the Young’s
modulus given in Eq. (4) allows calculating the strain energy density, Ψ =205

σ2

2E
. This corresponds to a simplified load case. The implementation of the

model to a whole vertebral body or femur would require considering the
distribution of stresses, as well as the distribution of cells and biochemical
factors, for example in a Finite Element subroutine, and is out of the scope
of the present paper.210

In order to simulate disease progression in PMO with subsequent deno-
sumab treatment we have followed the approach described in detail in [11–
13, 27], by investigating bone cell numbers, apparent density and ash fraction
as biomarkers. While the former are representative for non-specific bone re-
sorption and formation markers, the latter two are bone specific and reflects215

the material properties. PMO was simulated by introducing PPMO
RANKL(t), a

disease-related increase in RANKL production over time [16]:

PPMO
RANKL(t) = PPMO,ini

RANKL φRANKL
PMO (t) (5)
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where PPMO,ini
RANKL is the RANKL production at the onset of the disease (t −

tPMO,ini) and φRANKL
PMO is a reduction factor defined as:

φRANKL
PMO (t) =

ξ2

ξ2 +
[
t−tPMO,ini

τRANKL
PMO

]2 (6)

where the shape factor, ξ, and the characteristic time of RANKL production,220

τRANKL
PMO , determine the shape of the Lorentz-type function given by Eq. (6).
The values ξ = 65 and τRANKL

PMO = 10 days were taken from [16]. One year of
PMO was simulated prior to the beginning of the treatment, which consisted
in subcutaneous injections of denosumab in different dosages and frequencies.

2.2. Description of the simulated cases225

The analysed treatment patterns are summarized in Tab. 1 and motivated
by the two experimental studies of Miller et al. [9] and Bone et al. [8]
together with virtual treatment patterns that we have assigned for testing of
denosumab efficacy (T3-T9). The terminology used throughout the paper is
the following: D1 denotes the initial dosage, F1 denotes the (SC) injection230

frequency, LT1 denotes the length of the first treatment regimen, LDH1

denotes the length of drug holiday, D2 denotes the denosumab dose after drug
holiday, and F2 denotes the frequency of the newly commenced treatment.
Note that T1 is the uninterrupted denosumab treatment regimen reported
by Miller et al [9], that implements the most typical dose (60 mg every 6235

months) used in clinical practice. T2 is a regimen also reported in [9], with
a lower initial dose, a drug holiday at year 2 and resuming the treatment
with the typical dose. Among the virtual patterns, in T3 the treatment
is indefinitely stopped after 4 years; in T4 through T8 the drug holiday is
implemented after 4 years of treatment, with different lengths or dosage after240

recommencing treatment; finally, in T9 there is no drug holiday, but instead
the dose is decreased after 4 years of treatment.

The evolution of apparent density predicted by the model, ρ(t), was used
to calculate the bone density gain achieved with the treatment, BDG, which
is the main result given in clinical studies and is obtained by comparison245

with baseline, i.e. the density measured at the beginning of treatment, after
1 year of PMO in the present simulations:

BDG(%) =
ρ(t)− ρ(1 year)

ρ(1 year)
· 100 (7)
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Name D1 F1 LT1 LDH1 D2 F2

(mg) (months) (months) (months) (mg) (months)
T1 60 6 - - - -
T2 30 3 24 12 60 6
T3 60 6 48 - - -
T4 60 6 48 12 60 6
T5 60 6 48 18 60 6
T6 60 6 48 24 60 6
T7 60 6 48 12 60 12
T8 60 6 48 12 30 6
T9 60 6 48 0 30 6

Table 1: Summary of analysed treatments.

Treatments T1 and T2 were analysed in the clinical study of Miller et al.
[9]. This study is part of the FREEDOM study, an international randomized,
placebo-controlled trial designed to test the effect of denosumab on fracture250

risk in postmenopausal women during a 2-year follow-up period. BDG was
measured in that study (BDGMiller) at months 6, 12, 18 and 24 and these
values were used here to adjust the values of the parameters ζ and κ, which
act as calibration factors. To do so, BDG was screened at the same months
and compared with BDGMiller to define the following average error of model255

predictions:

Error(%) =

√√√√∑2
i=1

∑4
j=1

(
BGDij−BDGMiller

ij

BDGMiller
ij

)2

8
· 100 (8)

where i and j account, respectively, for the two treatments and the four time
points.

3. Results

3.1. Calibration of ζ and κ with treatments T1 and T2260

The predicted BDG was evaluated for different values of ζ ∈ [0.001 , 0.03]
and κ ∈ [0.001 , 0.007] and the error is represented in Fig. 1 for two values
of PPMO,ini

RANKL . The range of ζ was chosen so that it included the value of a
previous work (ζ = 0.012) [11]. The parameter κmeasures the rate of mineral
deposition in the secondary mineralisation phase, during which the tissue265

accumulates mineral at a decreasing rate. In this phase, it can take from 6
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months [24] up to several years [25] to reach 95% of the maximum mineral
content. Note that κ = 0.007 corresponds to 6 months while κ = 0.001
corresponds to 4 years. The two values of PPMO,ini

RANKL account for different
severities of the disease.270

It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the error is slightly smaller for PPMO,ini
RANKL =

2000 pM and highly dependent on ζ. The smallest errors are reached around
ζ = 0.005 and there is a band around that value for which the error is almost
independent of κ. The minimum errors were, respectively, 71% for PPMO,ini

RANKL =
4000 pM (obtained for ζ = 0.007 and κ = 0.004) and 54% for PPMO,ini

RANKL = 2000275

pM (obtained for ζ = 0.005 and κ = 0.0045). The response of the model
is approximately linear in the range PPMO,ini

RANKL ∈ [2000, 4000]. Thus, in all
subsequent simulations the following constants were used: PPMO,ini

RANKL = 3000
pM, to simulate a moderate disease progression, along with ζ = 0.006 and
κ = 0.0045. The error in this case is 63%.280

3.2. Analysis of different denosumab treatments

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of BDG for treatments T1 and T2 and the
previously adjusted values of ζ and κ and it compares the numerical pre-
dictions with the clinical results obtained in [9]. It must be noted that T1
was interrupted at year 2 in that clinical study. The initial bone volume285

fractions of trabecular bone chosen in the simulations, fbm t0, were 10% for
the lumbar spine and 25% for the hip, based on the average values measured
by Hildebrand et al. [28].

The global trend of BDG predicted in the simulations follows reasonably
well that of the clinical results, though the simulations predict a larger BDG290

in T2 for both bone sites and a smaller BDG in T1 for hip trabecular bone.
The drug holidays prescribed in T2 leads to a large decrease in bone

density and the resumption of the treatment at month 36 produces a no-
ticeable recovery of BMD. Both changes were predicted by the simulations.
The interruption of anti-resorptive treatments is prescribed to avoid atypical295

fractures, which are usually caused by an increment of bone fragility, which,
in turn, can be caused by an excessive increase of mineral content [29, 30].
This effect can be monitored by plotting the evolution of ash fraction in the
simulations. Fig. 3 shows the effect of 10 years of treatment on BDG and
ash fraction with a sampling frequency of 6 months.300

The results obtained in silico for treatments T2-T8, which included drug
holidays (or a definitive interruption of the treatment in the case T3), showed
that BMD decreases rapidly at about 8% and 3.6% per year in the lumbar
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Figure 2: Comparison of the average clinical results of BDG measured by Miller
et al. [9] (dashed lines) and those predicted by the model (solid lines) for the
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RANKL = 3000 pM, ζ = 0.006 and κ = 0.0045.
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spine and femoral neck, respectively, upon discontinuation of denosumab
treatment. The numerical results also demonstrate that this BMD loss can305

be effectively restored soon after the denosumab treatment is resumed.
The influence of drug holidays length is analysed first in treatments T3 to

T6. The treatment is interrupted after 4 years. This seems more logical than
interrupting it at year 2 (as done in T2), because the dangerous increase of
α was not seen until year 4. In T3 the treatment was indefinitely stopped at310

year 4, while in the other cases the treatment is resumed, respectively, after
12, 18 and 24 months of drug holiday and the treatment recommenced using
the same dosage in all cases (60 mg every 6 months).
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Figure 4: Effect of the length of the drug holidays. Evolution of BDG (left) and
ash fraction (right) in the simulations of treatments T3 to T6 for PPMO,ini

RANKL = 3000
pM, ζ = 0.006 and κ = 0.0045 over a 10 years period.

The last injection before the drug holiday was at month 48 and, given
that the results were screened every 6 months, a certain bone gain can still be315

seen at month 54, but not at month 60, when the effect of denosumab is no
longer noticeable and both BDG and α fall significantly. In T3 bone density
decrease is slow but steady after month 60, but if the treatment is resumed
(T4, T5 and T6), BDG and α rise again sharply and the mineral content
quickly returns to the values that an uninterrupted treatment would have320

achieved, with no significant differences between treatments. In summary,
stopping the treatment indefinitely is not advisable because of the long term
bone loss, while there seems to be no benefit in extending the drug holiday
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beyond one year.
Now, let us analyse the effect of modifying the dosage after resuming the325

treatment. Fig. 5 compares treatments T4, T7 and T8 with the same length
of drug holidays (1 year) but different dose and/or frequency. T4 follows
the usual 60 mg every 6 months, while in T7 the injections are administered
yearly and in T8 the dose is halved. The biggest BDG after the drug holiday
is obtained with the highest dosage (T4), but leading to the highest mineral330

content, so potentially compromising bone integrity.
The evolution of bone density during denosumab treatments of these

frequencies presents fluctuations [11], which depend on the dose and the
frequency itself. Normally, these fluctuations are not noticeable if the results
are screened every 6 months, but they are clearly visible for yearly injections335

(T7), both in BDG and α. BDG is clearly more modest in T7 than in T4,
though the mineral content is lower (and less dangerous) on average for the
latter. In any case, the peaks of α though not as high as in T4 are still
dangerous and could put bone integrity at risk temporarily. Clearly, spacing
the injections over one year seems inadvisable both from BDG and α point340

of view.
On the contrary, halving the dose and maintaining the frequency at 6

months (T8) seems an adequate compromise solution. It leads to a moderate
BDG, lower than in T4, but higher in average than in T7; while it keeps the
mineral content at medium values. However, T9 (i.e., same as T8 with no345

drug holiday)is the treatment leading to the best results of all. It mirrors
the mineral content evolution of T8, while producing a greater BDG. Fur-
thermore, this treatment includes no drug holiday, so avoiding any harmful
effects that have been associated with treatment discontinuation [10].

The combined effect of denosumab treatment and exercise is analysed350

next. Mechanical stimulus plays a key role in the proliferation of preosteoblasts
(see Appendix for details) and eventually in the population of active os-
teoblasts, so inducing bone formation. Moreover, disuse or low physical
activity may have a catabolic effect, modelled here as an increase in RANKL
production. Thus, changes in physical activity can interact with drug dosing355

in the response of bone and is worth a brief analysis. The nominal stress
value of previous simulations, 5 MPa, was slightly varied and combined with
treatment T8. The results of BDG, α and apparent density are compared in
Fig. 6. It can be seen that BDG is very sensitive to stress and the results may
seem counter-intuitive, since an increment of stress leads to a lower BDG in360

the lumbar spine; though this can be explained by the evolution of apparent
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Figure 5: Effect of treatment pattern after the drug holidays. Evolution of BDG
(left) and ash fraction (right) in the simulations of treatments T4, T7, T8 and T9
for PPMO,ini

RANKL = 3000 pM, ζ = 0.006 and κ = 0.0045 over a 10 years period.

density. Actually, exercise has a well-known anabolic effect and apparent
density rises with the stress level, but BDG is measured in percentage, rela-
tive to the density at the beginning of the treatment, and this is much lower
for σ = 4 MPa, especially in the lumbar spine. The influence of these small365

stress changes is not very pronounced on the mineral content, which is only
slightly increased by the stress.

4. Discussion

The PK-PD model developed in [11] was further calibrated to predict
the clinical results obtained by Miller et al. [9] in patients with PMO and370

treated with denosumab, either uninterruptedly or with prescribed drug hol-
idays. Parameter optimization was performed to investigate the effect of
major factors regulating bone remodelling and drug action, among these we
analysed the accessibility factor, ζ, the mineralisation rate, κ, and severity of
PMO, PPMO,ini

RANKL . The simulation results follow the global trend of the clinical375

results, though quantitative differences were found. These differences may
be partly explained by two factors: the wide dispersion of the clinical results
and some aspects not considered in the present study due to lack of data.
Some of these aspects stand out from the rest:
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Figure 6: Combined effect of exercise and denosumab treatment. Evolution of BDG
(top), ash fraction (middle) and apparent density (bottom) in treatment T8 for
different stresses, PPMO,ini

RANKL = 3000 pM, ζ = 0.006 and κ = 0.0045.
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� Patient’s body weight. Denosumab dose is given in mg of active com-380

pound per injection, but its serum concentration is controlled by the
patient’s body weight. An average of 60 kg was assumed, but its vari-
ability could be large and was not measured in the data by Miller et al.
[9]. Body weight should be recorded along with dose in future clinical
studies.385

� Severity of PMO disease progression. The increase in RANKL produc-
tion caused by PMO (PPMO,ini

RANKL ) could vary among patients indicating
different disease severity, but it is hard to measure. It is also difficult
to assess the time elapsed from the onset of disease to the beginning
of the treatment. Both represent important sources of uncertainty for390

the numerical results as they have a strong influence on BDG. Particu-
larly the onset of disease, because it determines the bone density at the
beginning of the treatment with respect to which BDG is measured.

� Patient’s activity level. As seen in Fig. 6, the stress level affects very
importantly bone density and consequently BDG. An average value of395

5 MPa was arbitrarily chosen for the stress that trabecular bone is
subjected to, but this could vary among patients, though it was not
known from the clinical study.

� Initial fbm. We have used fbm = 25% and fbm = 15% for hip and spine
simulations, respectively, but these values could be patient specific and400

have a strong influence on the results.

� Values of model parameters. Model parameters were taken from pre-
vious studies and represent average values of a population, but some
of them could be patient specific and might have a strong influence on
the numerical results. A sensitivity analysis of these constants on BDG405

and mineral content should be conducted in future studies to quantify
that influence.

All in all, the analysis of treatments T1 and T2 (see Figs. 2 and 3)
highlighted the fact that the predicted BDG is much higher in the porous
trabecular bone (lumbar spine), because it represents a percentage increase410

with respect to the initial density, which is much lower than in the hip.
However, the increase of bone density in absolute terms is primarily due
to bone mineralisation, as shown in a previous study [11], and is bigger
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in the hip, because the mineral content is higher (Fig. 3). The obtained
ash fraction (around 0.73) is very high and could jeopardize the integrity of415

bone, as stated above. Stopping the treatment at month 24 has a negative
effect on BDG, but it is beneficial for the mineral content, which is prevented
from increasing dangerously. Nonetheless, soon after resuming the treatment,
the initial trend is recovered with a steady increase in both, BDG and α.
In the case of α, the value reached right before the interruption is clearly420

surpassed soon after resuming the treatment and the subsequent evolution
almost mimics that of the treatment without interruption. In other words,
the benefits of the drug holiday seem to be only temporary in this case and,
for this reason, alternative strategies of the drug holiday need to be studied
in order to achieve an optimum treatment.425

It can be noted that the error in the BDG estimation is higher for the
spine and more notably for T2 (see Fig. 2). This can be due again to the
variability of clinical results, which are higher for the spine and make them
more difficult to adjust.

Clinical studies of anti-catabolic drug efficacy generally only measure430

BMD (before and after treatment) and reduction of fractures as the final
goal of the treatment. However, they do not measure the mineral content in
the bone matrix, which is a key factor contributing to BMD and determin-
ing the mechanical properties of bone and its suitability to bear the loads
under normal physiological activity. It is well known that anti-catabolic435

drugs reduce bone turnover, thus enabling the existing bone matrix to em-
bed more mineral in the extrafibrillar space and so increasing bone tissue
density and, hence, BMD. A highly mineralised bone matrix, in turn, gives
rise to a more brittle material behaviour, increasing the stiffness and reducing
the fracture toughness of bone [30]. This fact is confirmed by experimental440

studies that measured a higher amount of microstructural damage in inter-
stitial bone, which has a higher mineral content [31–33]. Very importantly
too, bone turnover suppression alters the tissue repair process [34] and the
accumulation of unrepaired microstructural damage results in unimpeded
crack progression and leads to the development of AFFs [35], which have445

been associated with anti-catabolic treatments [36]. Our numerical results
also support that there could be a link between bone turnover and degree
of mineralisation on the one hand and the potential development of AFFs
on the other hand, due to long-term suppression of bone remodelling. More
precisely, the predicted ash fraction was higher in the hip than in the lumbar450

spine, due to a lower bone turnover in the hip compared to lumbar spine.
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This could explain why atypical fractures occur preferentially in the femur.
From this point of view, an interruption of the anti-resorptive treatment
(drug holidays) over a prolonged period of time may seem a good strategy
to re-invoke bone remodelling, restore normal mineral content and repair455

microstructural damage, so reducing the risk of AFFs.
In accordance with the clinical results, the in silico model showed that

BMD decreases rapidly upon discontinuation of denosumab treatment and
also that this BMD loss is effectively restored soon after the denosumab
treatment is resumed. However, the clinical results do not provide any infor-460

mation about the changes in mineral content with and without treatment.
Based on the experimental data of Bone et al. [8] and looking at changes
in bone turnover based on histological data, we infer that the BMD gain
obtained during denosumab treatment is mostly due to an increase of tissue
mineralisation with porosity staying largely constant. On the other hand,465

introduction of a drug holiday allows for bone remodelling to be re-invoked
at trabecular surfaces as demonstrated re-appearance of tetracycline labels
[8]. Our numerical simulations reflect this behaviour, based on changes in
porosity, mineral content and BMD. Hence, if the aim of drug discontinuation
is to restore bone matrix properties to pre-treatment level, our simulations470

clearly show that this effect is quickly lost after resuming therapy, so only
providing temporary benefits.

We also showed that there is no benefit in extending the drug holidays
over 12 months based on no significant changes in mineral content after that
time. Based on this result it seems more adequate not to prescribe a drug475

holiday, but rather to reduce denosumab treatment at a lower dosage. This
strategy was investigated in case T9 where we reduced the denosumab dosage
to 30 mg at a 6 month injection interval. Using this strategy a compromise
between minimizing BMD loss and stabilization of the mineral content to a
moderate level could be achieved. The bone material properties for this latter480

treatment case (T9) are less brittle and have a higher fracture toughness.
Consideration of the tissue mineral content is necessary to assess the

likeliness of AFFs and fractures in general. Experimentally, this is difficult to
achieve due to the fact that bone biopsies can only be performed on iliac crest
samples and that one cannot access bone samples in vivo at the femoral neck485

and lumbar spine. One possibility may be to develop a database of diseased
patients that have been on anti-resorptive therapies for a long time. This
could provide an upper bound estimate for maximum degree of mineralisation
at these respective bone sites. Also one would require information on baseline
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mineral content measures in a healthy population as a reference measure.490

Thus, from a modelling perspective, assessing the likeliness of AFFs would
be necessarily grounded on phenomenological considerations, for instance, by
establishing a predefined bound for the degree of bone mineralisation, which
in case of being exceeded would mean a high risk of fracture. However, this
would be a strong simplification of the problem. An alternative approach to495

predict occurrence of (low energy) fractures would be to include a damage
model within the bone remodelling algorithm, like those proposed in [19, 37].
Utilizing such a model would allow to assess the combined effects of changes
in porosity, mineral content and loading with or without drug treatments
on damage accumulation in the bone matrix. The latter model parameter500

could be linked to the characteristic time of occurrence of AFFs. Note that
in the current model this link was indirectly made using the bone mineral
content parameter. The damage model referred to before [19, 37] considers
damage repairing through bone turnover. Therefore, the use of that model
would allow to evaluate the incidence of a decreased bone turnover on the505

accumulation of microstructural damage and the occurrence of AFFs.
It was also shown that physiological activity level, expressed as the me-

chanical stress acting on trabecular bone, had no significant influence on the
mineral content. The latter quantity only slightly increased with increasing
mechanical stress. However, including a damage law in our model would510

allow to create a relationship between bone matrix stress and damage ac-
cumulation in the bone matrix. We believe, that such a model formulation
would provide mechanistic insight into the effects of physiological activity
and occurrence of AFFs. In the task force report by ASBMR it was pointed
out that bone regions subjected to tensile strains are associated with atypi-515

cal femoral fractures [38]. More recently, Martelli et al. showed that peak-
strains and stresses in the femur strongly depend on the type of daily activity
(e.g. walking, stair up, stair down etc.) and the number of repetitions of a
certain activity [39]. In that work, walking (the most frequently performed
daily activity) was identified as prime candidate which was shown to induce520

the highest tensile strain (2004 µϵ) in the lateral femoral shaft [39]. Linking
the later information obtained from an organ scale musculoskeletal (MSK)
model with a tissue scale model of bone remodelling including the minerali-
sation process and damage accumulation in the bone matrix would be a way
to diagnose likelihood of AFF occurrence. Development of such a multiscale525

model is beyond the scope of the current paper and aimed for future research.
The main limitation of the present study is related to the values assigned
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to some of the model parameters. In particular, the parameters analysed
here, i.e. denosumab accessibility factor, ζ, mineralisation rate constant, κ,
and PMO severity, PPMO,ini

RANKL have been estimated based on best fit with ex-530

perimental results. Other model parameters, not varied in current study,
could also have a potential significant effect on numerical results and might
help explain the variability of clinical results. A comprehensive parameter
sensitivity analysis will be the scope of future studies. Nonetheless, due
to the fact that many model parameters are directly related to bone site-535

specific remodelling, experimental data is difficult to obtain. Clinical studies
do not provide the required detail on the remodelling process, but help iden-
tify patient-specific parameters such as patient’s body weight, physiological
activity level and onset of the bone disease. However, clinical trial data do
not provide individual patient data, but provide information on a population540

scale. Consequently, our modelling results refer to population scale. In the
future, it would be beneficial to obtain individual subject data and then use
the in silico model in a patient-specific way to predict BMD, mineral content,
and site-specific bone turnover.

As stated before, another limitation of this study is that the model is ap-545

plied at the global (or body) level, in a representative volume element (RVE)
without any specificity. The applied mechanical loads were simplistic and
the RVE was not affected by the surroundings. At the organ level the distri-
bution of stresses would play a key role, which would affect the distribution
of cells and biochemical regulatory factors. Such a study would be of much550

interest, particularly for the evaluation of fracture risk, but it would require
the implementation of the model in a Finite Element subroutine and is left
for future studies.

5. Summary and conclusions

The numerical simulation results have provided the following novel in-555

sights into the effects of drug holiday and resuming therapy on bone health:

� Duration of drug holiday. There is no use in extending the drug holidays
over 1 year because the evolution of mineral content that is observed
after resuming the treatment quickly catches up with those obtained
in treatments resumed before.560

� Resumed treatment effects. It seems adequate to reduce the dose after
resuming the treatment in terms of reducing the risk of fracture due to
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an excessive mineral content.

� Site-specific bone effects. Drug treatment and drug holidays have dif-
ferent effects depending on bone site.565

� Patient’s activity level. Simulating altered physiological activity (based
on applied mechanical stress) only had a minor effect on BMD, BTMs,
and mineral content. Increased mechanical stress leads to increased
BMD and bone mineral content as a result of the mechanobiological
feedback included in the model.570

� Continuation of treatment at lower dose. The most promising virtual
treatment turned out to be not including a drug holiday, but only reduc-
ing the denosumab dose by half. Switching from 60 mg every 6 months
to 30 mg every 6 months provided the best compromise between main-
taining BMD, reducing mineral content and allowing for some bone575

remodelling to take place. However, it must be noted that the benefit
of this strategy should be confirmed by an evaluation of fracture risk
that included damage and, more importantly, by clinical trials.

� Existence of an optimal treatment. The results suggest the existence
of an optimal treatment that could have a varying dose with time in580

order to keep bone density gain and mineral content within reasonable
values. This optimal treatment could also be patient’s specific.

We note that the current model does not include either damage formation
in the bone matrix due to physiological activity or damage repairing through
bone turnover. Damage (i.e., microcracks) has been linked to targeted re-585

modelling and could provide further insights into the link between minerali-
sation, BMD, physiological loading and denosumab treatment patterns with
and without drug holidays. In future studies we aim to explore these effects
in more detail, identifying safe dosing patterns in terms of BTMs, BMD,
mineral content and damage accumulation/repair. We also aim to confirm590

the hypothesis that an excessive mineral content along with the accumulation
of unrepaired microstructural damage could explain AFFs.
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Appendix

In this appendix a brief description of the mathematical model is included.600

For a more detailed explanation the reader is referred to [11] where it has
been recently published.

Model of bone cell interactions in bone remodelling

The model describes bone cell interactions involved in bone remodelling,
also taking into account bone mineralisation of the newly formed tissue.
As in previous models, the RANK-RANKL-OPG pathway was considered,
together with the action of several regulatory factors on bone cells, includ-
ing TGF−β and mechanobiological feedback. In the approach proposed by
Pivonka et al. [12–14] the bone remodelling process can be described as
cell balance equations, using the following bone cell concentrations as state
variables: (i) osteoblast precursor cells (OBp), (ii) active osteoblasts (OBa)
and (iii) active osteoclasts (OCa). The cell pools of uncommitted osteoblasts
(OBu) and osteoclast precursors (OCp) are assumed constant:

dOBp

dt
= DOBu · πTGF−β

act,OBu ·OBu + POBp · Πmech
act,OBp

·OBp+

−DOBp · πTGF−β
rep,OBp

·OBp;
(9)

dOBa

dt
= DOBp · πTGF−β

rep,OBp
·OBp − AOBa ·OBa; (10)

dOCa

dt
= DOCp · πRANKL

act,OCp
·OCp − AOCa · πTGF−β

act,OCp
·OCa; (11)

DOBu , DOBp , DOCp are differentiation rates of OBu into OBp, OBp into OBa

and OCp into OCa, respectively. POBp is the proliferation rate of OBp. AOBa605

and AOCa are apoptosis rates of OBa and OCa respectively. The variables
πTGF−β
act,OBu, πTGF−β

rep,OBp
and πTGF−β

act,OCp
represent activator and repressor functions

related to the binding of TGF-β to its receptor. Similarly, πRANKL
act,OCp

is the
activator function related to the RANK-RANKL binding. We note that
the cell balance equations are composed of a production term and a linear610

degradation term, which describes differentiation of one cell type into another
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(or terminal cell fate, i.e. apoptosis). The linear degradation term is further
regulated via sigmoidal activator/repressor functions which take values from
zero to one. Model parameters of the cell population model are given in
Table 2.615

Πmech
act,OBp

is the function regulating the anabolic part of the mechanobiological
feedback. This variable quantifies the influence of mechanical stimulus on
the proliferation of preosteoblasts, which eventually affects the population of
active osteoblasts and the amount of tissue being formed:

Πmech
act,OBp

= Π̃mech
act,OBp

[
1 + λ− 1

(
Ψbm

Ψ̃bm

− 1

)]
(12)

where Ψbm is SED at the RVE and Ψ̃bm is a reference SED that distinguishes620

normal load from overload. Following Scheiner et al. [16] the adopted values
were: Π̃mech

act,OBp
= 0.5 and λ1 = 0 if Ψbm ≤ Ψ̃bm (normal load) or λ2 = 1.25 if

Ψbm > Ψ̃bm (overload).
The catabolic part of the mechanobiological feedback is given by the RANKL
production due to disuse:625

Pmech
RANKL = λ2

(
1− Ψbm

Ψ̃bm

)
(13)

where λ2 = 105 pM/day if Ψbm ≤ Ψ̃bm and λ2 = 0 if Ψbm > Ψ̃bm [16].

5.1. Denosumab action on RANK-RANKL-OPG: competitive binding

Similar to previous mechanistic PK-PD models, we incorporate the ac-
tion of denosumab on bone remodelling via competitive binding reactions
within the RANK-RANK-OPG pathway [3, 15, 16]. As stated in section 2
denosumab competes with RANK (and OPG) for binding to RANKL. Conse-
quently, higher concentrations of denosumab give rise to lower concentrations
of RANKL-RANK complexes. The concentration of RANKL is given by Eq.
(2) and, with that, the activator function of RANKL can be expressed as:

πRANKL
act,OCp

=
[RANKL-RANK]

Kd,[RANKL-RANK] + [RANKL-RANK]
(14)

with Kd,[RANKL-RANK] as the corresponding equilibrium dissociation binding
constant. Hence, lower concentrations of RANKL-RANK complexes leads to
a lower OCa activation rate (see Eq. (11)).630
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5.2. One compartment PK model of denosumab

In this work we use the one-compartment model proposed by Marathe et
al. [15] to characterize the serum denosumab PK profiles. A first-order rate
process (ka) governs the absorption of drug (Doseden) from the subcutaneous
(SC) injection site into the central compartment (CP,den , Vc). The drug
elimination from the central compartment is described by a combination of
a linear first-order process (kel) and a non-linear saturation process (Vmax ,
Km):

dCp,den

dt
= ka

Doseden
Vc/F

· e−ka t − Cp,den

Km + Cp,den

Vmax

Vc/F
− kel · Cp,den (15)

where Vc is the volume of the central compartment and F is the bioavailabil-
ity, equal to 1 when the drug is administered intravenously. Doseden is the
amount of drug received in a subcutaneous injection and is given in ng per
kg of body weight. By means of Eq. (15) Cp,den is calculated in ng/ml and635

subsequently converted into pmol/l, through the molecular weight of deno-
sumab Mden = 149 kDa (Amgen). The initial condition for Eq.(15) is set to
zero, indicating absence of drug. The prolonged absorption phase and the
absence of intravenous data precludes the need for including distribution of
the drug to a non-specific tissue compartment and thus reduces the number640

of parameters in this model. Table 2 summarises the PK model parameters.

5.3. Algorithm of bone mineralisation

A certain reference volume of bone, VRV E, can be divided into the bone
matrix volume, Vbm, and the volume of vascular pores, Vvas. In turn, bone
matrix is composed of an inorganic phase (mineral), an organic phase (mainly645

collagen) and water, whose respective volumes are designated by Vm, Vo and
Vw. So:

VRV E = Vbm + Vvas = Vm + Vo + Vw + Vvas (16)

The volume fraction of extravascular bone matrix is given by fbm =
Vbm/VRV E, whereas the volume fraction of vascular pores is fvas = 1− fbm =
Vvas/VRV E. Both variables are complementary and only one is needed to650

describe the evolution of bone porosity. The first is the one selected here and
its variation was given in Eq. (5.3), which was:

dfbm
dt

= −kres ·OCa + kform ·OBa;
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The first term on the right-hand side represents the mineralized tissue
volume resorption rate, while the second term is the osteoid volume formation
rate, both measured per unit total volume. This distinction is important since655

bone matrix being resorbed is mineralised, while osteoid contains no mineral.
It consists only of organic phase and water. Some of this water is later
replaced with mineral, during the mineralisation process. As stated in section
2 this process has three phases: (i) an initial phase, called mineralisation lag
time, that lasts from 6 to 22 days during which no deposition of mineral660

occurs; (ii) a primary phase, which is very quick (it takes a few days to
reach the 70% of the maximum mineral content [22]), and (iii) a secondary
phase, when mineral is added at a decreasing rate [23], as the tissue becomes
saturated with mineral. This secondary phase may last from 6 months [24]
to several years [25].665

The mineral content is usually measured by the so-called ash fraction,
the ratio between mass of mineral mm (or ash mass) and dry mass (the sum
of inorganic and organic mass):

α =
mm

mm +mo

=
ρm Vm

ρm Vm + ρoVo

(17)

where the densities of the mineral and organic phases are respectively ρm =
3.2 g/cm3 and ρo = 1.1 g/cm3 [29]. If the following specific volumes are670

defined: vo = Vo/Vb, vm = Vm/Vb and vw = Vw/Vb (then vo + vw + vm = 1
holds), Eq.(17) can be given in terms of those specific volumes, dividing by
Vb, and hence:

α =
ρm vm

ρm vm + ρo vo
(18)

Bone apparent density is then:

ρ = ρm vm + ρo vo + ρw vw (19)

Since mineral accumulates by displacing water present in bone matrix675

[22], the volume ratio of organic phase is approximately constant during
the mineralisation process, and fixed at vo = 3/7 [40]; while the variations
of mineral and water volume ratios would hold ∆vm = −∆vw. We have
assumed that vm increases with time following Eq. (20), based on [22]. This
equation distinguishes the mineralisation lag time; the primary phase, with680

a linear increase and the secondary phase, with an exponentially decreasing
rate:
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vm(t) =


0 if t ≤ tmlt

vmprim
t− tmlt

tprim
if tmlt < t ≤ tprim + tmlt

vmmax − (vmax − vprim) e
−κ·(t−tprim−tmlt) if tprim + tmlt < t

(20)
where tmlt and tprim are, respectively, the length of the mineralisation lag
time and the primary phase; vmprim is the mineral specific volume at the end
of the primary phase, corresponding to α = 0.45 [22]; vmmax is the mineral685

specific volume corresponding to the maximum calcium content, 300mg/g
[29]; and finally, κ is a parameter measuring the rate of mineral deposition
during the secondary phase (see Table 2).

The amount of mineral contained in a RVE depends on the age of the
tissue through Eq. (20), but the RVE can be made up of tissue patches690

formed in the recent history, viz. of different ages. Moreover, the tissue
within the RVE can be resorbed, which puts the mineral back into the blood
flow. The amounts of tissue of different ages contained in the RVE are
estimated using the algorithm depicted in Fig. 7 [19]. V form(t, τ) provides
the bone volume formed τ days ago and still present (not yet resorbed) at695

time t. Knowing the distribution of tissue patches of different ages at day t
(left column) and the volume formed (Vform(t) = kformOBa(t)) and resorbed
that day (Vres(t) = kres OCa(t)), the distribution at day t+1 (right column)
is estimated using:

V form(t+ 1, i+ 1) = V form(t, i)− Vres(t)
V form(t, i)

Vb(t)
(21)

The second term on the right-hand side represents the fraction of the vol-700

ume V form(t, i) resorbed at day t. The tissue volume formed in previous days
is assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the RVE. Therefore, that

fraction is proportional to the concentration,
V form(t,i)

Vb(t)
, and to the resorbed

volume, Vres(t).
The queue is truncated at tR, the residence time, which is the typical705

time the tissue patches remain in the RVE before being totally resorbed. In
other words, tR is the first day such that V form(t, tR + 1) = 0 and depends
on the turnover rate. Then, the following must hold
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V form(t, 0)

V form(t, 1)

...

V form(t, i)

...

...

V form(t, tR)

V form(t+ 1, 0)

V form(t+ 1, 1)

...

...

V form(t+ 1, i+ 1)

...

V form(t+ 1, tR)

−Vres(t)
V form(t, 0)

Vb(t)

−Vres(t)
V form(t, i)

Vb(t)

Vform(t) = kform OBa(t)

day t day t+ 1

Figure 7: FIFO queue algorithm used to update the distribution of tissue patches
of different ages within the RVE.

Vb(t) =

tR∑
i=0

V form(t, i) (22)

Formally, in the algorithm of Fig. 7, tR → ∞, but, for normal turnover
rates, the older elements are negligible and the queue can be truncated at710

day i = tC (tC < tR). Thus, it can be assumed that V form(t, i) ∼ 0 ∀ i > tC .
The parameter tC was limited to 3000 days to reduce the computational cost.
By doing so, there is a residual old tissue:

Vresidual(t) = Vb(t)−
tC∑
i=0

V form(t, i) (23)

and now Eq. (22) holds by replacing tR with tC only if this residual old tissue
is added. Finally, the mineral content of each patch is summed to estimate715

the average mineral content of the RVE at day t+ 1.

vm(t+ 1) =

∑tC
i=0 V form(t+ 1, i) · vm(i) + Vresidual(t+ 1) · vmmax

Vb(t+ 1)
(24)

where the mineral contents of the patches, vm(i), are calculated through Eq.
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(20). The residual old tissue, Vresidual, is assumed to contain the maximum
mineral content vmmax.

The values of the constants of the PK-PD model are given in table 2. A720

detailed discussion of these values can be consulted in [11, 15, 16].

Parameter Nominal value Other examined values (or range) Units
kres 2 pM−1 day−1

kform 0.4 pM−1 day−1

DOBu
7 · 10−2 day−1

DOBp 1.657 · 10−1 day−1

DOCp 2.1 day−1

AOBa
0.211 day−1

AOCa
5.65 day−1

βRANKL 1.684 · 102 pM day−1

D̃RANKL 1.013 · 101 day−1

ζ 0.006 [0.001 , 0.03] -
Ka,[RANKL-OPG] 1 · 10−3 pM−1

Ka,[RANKL-RANK] 3.412 · 10−2 pM−1

Ka,[RANKL-den] 0.333 pM−1

σ 5 4, 6 MPa

PPMO,ini
RANKL 3000 2000, 4000 pM

ka 0.170 0.017 day−1

kel 1.15 · 10−2 day−1

Vc 7.79 · 101 ml kg−1

F 1 -
Km 4.11 · 102 ng ml−1

Vmax 2.672 · 103 ng kg−1 day−1

tmlt 12 days
tprim 10 days
vmprim 0.121 -
vmmax 0.38 -
κ 0.0045 [0.001 , 0.007] -

Table 2: Values taken for the constants of the PK-PD model
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